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SPECIAL POSITION LIQUIDATION AGREEMENT
The below Interactive Brokers LLC (“IBKR”) customer (“Customer”) agrees that Customer has
made an unsolicited request to IBKR that IBKR attempt to liquidate the securities and/or
commodities positions identified below (the “Positions”) in Customer’s account. Customer agrees
that the positions are deemed to be illiquid. By completing and submitting this signed request to
IBKR, the undersigned IBKR Customer acknowledges and agrees to the following:
1. Customer has made prior attempt(s) to sell or liquidate each of the Positions at their
respective listing exchange and/or other public marketplace and has received no bids;
2. IBKR provides this service only as an accommodation to Customer. IBKR, in its capacity
as agent for Customer, will arrange for a third-party or affiliate to purchase the Positions,
or will purchase the Positions as principal. Customer agrees that the buyer may act as
principal in the transaction and may realize either a profit or loss on the transaction.
Customer agrees that neither IBKR nor the buyer of the securities shall have any
obligations or liability to Customer as a result of buyer’s purchase, or assumption, of the
Positions;
3. The sale of the Positions, in whole or in part, is an ordinary sale transaction that is final
and binding upon Customer;
4. As an ordinary sale transaction, the transactions that result from the assumption or
purchase of the Positions may be subject to customary exchange and regulatory fees for
which Customer is liable. In addition, Customer acknowledges that the gross proceeds
from certain sale transactions are subject to Internal Revenue Service reporting
requirements; and
5. In accordance with the foregoing, Customer requests that IBKR attempt to sell or
liquidate each Position at an aggregate gross sales price equal to a single unit of the
currency in which the securities to be sold generally trade (e.g., for U.S. stocks, USD
$1.00, for U.K. stocks, GBP £1.00, etc.).
Symbol or CUSIP

Description

Long Position Size

Account Number: _____________________

Account Title: _______________________

Signature: ___________________________

Dated: ______________________________

Attach scan of completed form to a Support Ticket in Client Portal or Fax to: (312) 984-1019

